White Color-Thru™ Phenolic Partitions, exclusive to ASI provide a clean, sleek, modern appearance.

Available in standard styles and sizes, as well as in our European style Alpaco™ partitions, or exclusive Ultimate Privacy™ design, where rebated, zero sightline closures between doors and pilasters ensure privacy. Offered in ¼" and ¾" thickness, and allows for a single panel design where increased panel height and depth up to 72" is required.

This Phenolic is Class A fire rated, impermeable to humidity, highly durable, and resistant to impact, scratch and graffiti—backed by a 25-year warranty against delamination, breakage or corrosion. These combined qualities offer designers the flexibility to use it in diverse applications.

Complete your cohesive design by also choosing white phenolic washroom accessories from ASI’s Piatto™ collection—americanspecialties.com/piatto

To see other phenolic colors and all available configurations, visit asi-globalpartitions.com